Logistic and Industries
Innovation Challenge
Workshop
In this report:
•

find out more about the workshop on logistics and distribution for SFSC

•

get inspired by our Good Practice “Casale di Martignano” nearby Rome, Italy

•

have a look at suggested Good Practices on logistics from our SKIN repository

•

catch the thoughts on innovative solutions for SFSC products distribution and sale

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme under grant agreement N°728055.
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1. SKIN “Logistic and Industries”
Innovation Challenge Workshop, 89thMarch 2019, Rome, Italy
Organizing efficient logistics and distribution is crucial to small farmers as they deal with
perishable products. As stated by EIP AGRI, distribution and logistics within the agri-food
chain should be “smart”1: simple, quick, flexible, cheap, transparent, and reliable. In Short
Food Supply Chains (SFSCs), it might represent the area for which the lack of investment
and/or cooperation between farmers is felt the most, and for which their proper
functioning represents the most important step to reach out consumers.
Most likely, SFSCs farmers are not only in charge of producing and delivering food
products only, but also to deal with their processing, retailing and marketing. This
situation is double fold, as it can increase the cohesiveness of the products delivered and
the appeal of the food products or point out the lack of skills to make food products more
spread as in traditional distribution channels.
In order to achieve efficiency and sustainability, farmers in SFSCs must prove a solid
logistics system. Some of them can benefit of very low cost of transportation, either
because they sell on site (this is the case of most of Dutch farmers, as inhabited areas are
often very close to farming sites) or because they belong to some organizations such as
Community Support Agriculture (CSA), which takes care of most of the logistics and
distribution. These solutions pose their challenges nonetheless, and SFSCs actors can also
implement different and more innovative logistic solutions.
The 6th SKIN ICW –Logistic and Industries – has given insights on distribution and the
abilities that SFSCs farmers have or should gain for their own sustainability. The
workshop has benefited of the presence of academia, farmers, and other stakeholders who
shared their own research and experience on agrifood products distribution and related
aspects that may affect it.
The workshop had the following aims:
• Discussing the characteristics and theory beyond the smart examples of SFSCs
logistic and distribution systems;
• Coming up with the ways to resolve the issues raised during the various logistics
steps, those being: collection (first mile), coordination and administration, and
delivery (last mile);
• Enhancing farmers’ knowledge on the organizational capabilities needed singularly
or collectively for better distribution mechanisms;
• Introduce the Italian laws and approaches on SFSC products valorization,
traceability and distribution.

1

EIP AGRI, Focus Group – Innovative Short Food Supply Chain Management, 2015
https://ec.europa.eu/eip/agriculture/en/publications/eip-agri-focus-group-innovative-short-foodsupply
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Confagricoltura was in charge of organizing the ICW on Logistic and Industries in Rome,
(Italy) supported by the University of Foggia.
On 9th May the workshop was held at Confagricoltura headquarters “Palazzo della Valle”.
The second day, a field visit was organized in the countryside at the “Casale di
Martignano”, a multifunctional farm specialized in meat and cheese production and
catering of events.
The ICW has touched upon the following main topics:
• Logistics innovations;
• Italian case studies in distribution and retail;
• Italian legislative proposal on SFSC2;
• Foresights;
• Discussion on first mile, coordination, and last mile issues;

Figure 1: Attendees at the SKIN ICW, Palazzo della Valle

2

On. Gallinella, Gagnarli and Sen. Bergesio: "Norme per la valorizzazione e la promozione dei prodotti
agroalimentari provenienti da filiera corta, a chilometro zero o utile e di qualità" (Camera 183, Senato
878) http://www.camera.it/leg18/126?leg=18&idDocumento=183
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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2. Day 1: Confagricoltura, Palazzo
della Valle
2.1. Overview of Palazzo della Valle & introduction
Dr. Daniele Rossi (Delegate of Research and. Innovation at Confagricoltura) opened
the ICW on logistic and industries providing some historical information on the venue
and introducing the meeting program.
Confagricoltura was proud to host the ICW guests in the enchanting “Sala Serpieri”,
named after Arrigo Serpieri, an important Italian agricultural economist working
between the 19th and 20th centuries. The room had become famous in the first place for
its decorations dating to 1521, attributed to the Giulio Romano, pupil of Raffaello.

Figure 2: One of the authentic old ceilings in the Palazzo della Valle (left), next to the ICW meeting room
“Sala Serpieri” (right).

A first round of introductions unraveled the mixed range of the ICW audience:
together with the SKIN partners there were in fact farmers, journalists, delegates from
the Italian Government, stakeholders’ of various organizations, and more.
The Confagricoltura’ vice-president Elisabetta Falchi, welcomed the audience at the
workshop and stressed the importance of the SKIN project and its future in a current
agricultural scenario which has increased in complexity and challenges. Attention has
been put on some aspects such as digitalization, which nests some interesting
opportunities for rural actors to bring the sustainability agricultural practices always
seek for.
The coordinator University of Foggia was represented by Mariantonietta Fiore and
Fedele Colantuono. Prof. Fiore brought the greetings from the Head of the
Economics Department prof. Francesco Contò and stressed the success that the
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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SKIN project has reached so far. She introduced also the development of further
initiatives, as for the scientific papers published in a special issue of the International
Journal Studies in Agricultural Economics, and a book collecting SKIN’s best practices,
the theory and knowledge of Community of Practice (CoP) on which the project has
been based.
Fedele Colantuono provided an introduction of the project aims and main results,
together with some essential definitions to start the workshop with.

Figure 3: Confagricoltura meeting entrance (left); logo of Confagricoltura (right),

2.2. Logistic Innovation
After first greetings and introductions, the workshop presentations followed according
to the program.
Prof.s Remigio Berruto and Patrizia Busato, from the University of Turin in Italy,
gave a presentation reiterating the importance for logistics to be constructed and
managed properly, in agri-food chains as well as in any other system for them to exist.
Improving the efficiency of SFSCs logistics represent an essential point in continuing
delivering the economic, environmental, quality, and more benefits one can trace in
SFSCs. It is clear that together with either direct selling or short indirect sales, food
products in SFSCs can benefit of high seasonality & local customers’ appreciation.
Despite this not being the only asset by which consumers turn to SFSCs and the food
products suffering of perishability as in any other food chain: thus, SFSCs must work
with the same efficiency as standard food chains, possibly implementing new ICT
technologies such as lockers for issues related to last-mile logistics, which have
been proved of improving customers services and increase profits and
visibility.
ICT topics were also at the chore of the presentation from Dr. Salvatore Fulvio
Sarzana di S. Ippolito, professor at the University of Uninettuno in Italy, lawyer and
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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recently nominated by the Italian Minister of Economic Development, for the
Academic sector, member of the Group of High Level Experts for the drafting of the
National Plan on Distribution Registers and Blockchain. Dr. Sarzana focused on the
possibility for blockchain technologies to improve farmers accessibility to
SFSCs, especially if benefitting of the regulations, like those in Italy providing time
validation of the food products.

Figure 4: Dr. Sarzana di S. Ippolito during his speach.

Food & Agriculture Organization (FAO) representative Dr. Bin Liu talked about
FAO’s position on SFSCs, believing in their possibilities to ensure higher food security.
The organization recently support for SFSCs projects is consistent, finding motivation
in current food supply chains issues: needs for higher sustainability, fear of
biodiversity and cultural loss, food loss and waste. Those unfavorable conditions
have been mitigated with SFSCs interventions that also create further beneficial
spillovers.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Figure 5: Bin Liu presentation from FAO

Another intervention was given by Dr. Jan Andersen, from the Danish Embassy in Rome.
Danish cooperatives provide today solid alternatives for those consumers whom faith for big
corporations is declining. At the same time, these consumers are still looking for convenience,
as evidence show how people worldwide are steadily eating out more.

2.3. Italian case studies on SFSC and Retail
As a first Italian case study, it was presented the national decree that has been approved in
October 2018 concerning food produced and sold within Short Food Supply Chains and being
classified as “zero Kilometres”. This definition is applied to food products produced within
70 kilometres from the point of selling and establishes also quality and standard
requirements. Questions remain on the efficacy of such law in a country where geographical
configuration make 70 kilometres cover wide social differences and large biodiversity arrays.

Other case studies on SFSCs and retail have followed, staring from Marco di Stefano,
president of the FattorieSociali (social farms) network. This network is the first of
the Italian territory, and it intends to promote and educate on social farming activities
for potential new participants and not only. Social farming does make use of SFSCs as
because of limited investment and production, and because of the trust mechanisms
that are woven with consumers knowing of the farm activities directly, but it could
represent a new goal to reach and investigate.
Dr. Raffaele Maiorano,president of the Young Entrepreneurs in Confagricoltura
(ANGA), presented the position of such group on the theme SFSCs. For these food
chains becoming “smart” and delivering all the benefits that they behold to their
actors, they should not only be shorter, but also wider: thus including a wider array of
figures like researchers, students, experts and so forth. It has been stressed that
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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agricultural, rural needs do not necessary signal weakness, but they can also represent
the opportunity to grow and generate profit from new businesses ideas.

Figure 6: Dr. Maiorano from ANGA during his intervention.

More interventions from Confagricoltura followed. The first from Luigi Tozzi, from
the Sustainable Development and Innovation section, who presented the case for
protection of Italian organic wheat through PDO & PGI (Protected Origin
Denomination & Protected Geographical Indication) mechanisms, which contribute to
give added value to food products and thus enhance economic profitability for
producers. Such protection can be enhanced by Production chain contracts and label
controls that nonetheless bring low prices and organizational costs and are less
adaptive. Another mechanisms have been Framework Agreements, which are modeled
for safer prices and business to business activities: they bring no operational costs and
together with cost recognition on a yearly basis are also more adaptive.
Daniele Rossi introduced then the Italian supermarket cooperative COOP, this
being also one of the biggest food store chains of the Italian territory. COOP has
always represented consumers’ by adapting its product range consequently. For
example, dedicated COOP brands focus on either PDO and PGI products, methods
ensuring transparency, informing on the safety and equity of food products, and so
forth.
Lastly, the Nomisma group based in Bologna, a private company providing economic
studies and research, has contributed to the Workshop by presenting the current food
trends in Italy, where it has been observed that local and certified, as well as healthy,
are the qualities most looked for by Italian consumers. Digital innovation is also an
increasing reality for food retailing. Taking into account these new trends can help
producers adapting their food products and investing accordingly, and their
competitiveness increase for bigger profits.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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2.4. SFSC Foresight and brainstorming
The last contribution for the day has been given by Patrick Crehan from CKA, who
provided an insight on the current trends in the agri-food scenarios and their
consequences on the way producers in SFSCs plan their logistics for their own
benefits. In fact, consumers are becoming more acquainted with technologies such as
apps and softwares, artificial intelligence, online retailing mechanisms: these can
represent new opportunities for producers, but also new challenges for those small or
untrained producers that cannot exploit or
even access to these new trends.
Patrick Crehan stressed the importance
and the role that projects such as SKIN
have, if not in providing an immediate
answers to SFSCs actors, in providing the
occasion where these new considerations
can be tested and observed from a closer
look, for the development of the
agricultural scenario in the its best
direction.
A break-out session was then presented to
the audience in order to foster discussion
and bring up resolutions to the challenges
faced during the different steps within
logistics, namely: Collection (first mile),
Coordination and administration, and
Delivery (last mile). The audience was
divided into three groups in order to
discuss those aspects and the following
considerations have emerged.
Figure 6: Patrick Crehan from CKA

Regarding Collection, as in many other cases regarding agriculture, much depends
on the location of the producers and how easy is it to reach urban (or in general,
selling) centres. To this is related the easiness and the organization of farmers, to
decide either selling on premises or deliver, and whether connect to a group of
multiple farmers or take care of their delivery by themselves. Observations has been
made on the innovations in collection not necessarily being highly sophisticated or
expensive, but simply requiring the proper knowledge. One might think on the bike
system, now very common in food delivery, which do not require expensive
machineries or sophisticated software but a rather simple transportation (bike)
flanked by proper storing systems and easy-programmable application software.
First mile issues often bear transformation and processing issues, which again can be
dealt by farmers alone or in cooperatives. This concept often scares farmers and
suggests a reality which is confined in backwardness rather than innovation. Strategies
should consider opening up cooperatives to make them food “hubs” for a more fruitful
sharing of experiences and expertise across different rural stakeholders.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Regarding
Coordination
and
administration, it is true that the need for
coordination is important at every stage of
the food chain, but as hinted before, it
needs to be clear and well planned to be
effective. Administration can be either in
the single hands of producers or
orchestrated by several producers: it
should be noted that many technologies do
benefit of economies of scale, or function
only with those; thus single farmers would
be not capable of working alone.
Cooperation also lowers costs and brings
access to larger markets and specialist
services. It is important to bring the critical
mass inside the debate as to help producers
understanding what to sell and consumers
understanding why SFSC are important;
also, public procurement need to be
sensitized and better organized to include
small farmers, to improve local economy
and food quality offered. Lastly, public
funding and investment, whether local or
international, help providing the needed
capital small producers need to grow or
establish their businesses.
Regarding Delivery, this is very related
with the production number of the single
farmers, or cooperation. If it is true that
consumers want diversity, they also expect
consistency; and even more do so
restaurants and retailers, for which
consistent flows in stock are at the chore of
Figure 7: The three groups debating and
presenting the different steps within logistic
their business organization. Problems in
delivery can either be solved with
business-oriented attitude, for example by offering “seasonal boxes” to customers who
prefer unseasonal products, or to bring products where people are ordinarily houses,
offices, public spaces, etc. On a governmental level one might think that in Paris food
products are delivered to the outskirt of the city first and then in its inside, thus
preventing overflow to richer areas.
To sum up, last mile should be convenient for both farmers and customers, there is no
such a thing like one size fits all, and within SFSCs, producers can get back their high
distribution costs by asking the added value SFSCs products have in their price.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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3. Day 2: Visit to the good practice
“Casale di Martignano”
3.1. Tour of Casale di Martignano (Martignano Lake)
The second day of the ICW on “Logistic and Industries” has been dedicated to the field
visit at the “Casale di Martignano” a multifunctional farm on the Martignano Lake, in
the Roman countryside.
The Casale
is the only
authorized
structure
making
activities
on the lake:
besides
agricultural
production,
it
also
presents a series of services and initiatives making itself a good practice for the SFSC
and agrifood business in the rural area.
The Casale resulted of particular interest for this ICW not only for its ways of reaching
out customers, but also for their agricultural production, social farming, catering, and
much more.
The farm counts more than 20 years of experience, starting from standard agricultural
practices, through the years they improved and enlarged their activities always
innovating and trying to offer as much as possible to their clients, in terms of
products, quality and services.
The Casale offers lake access during the summertime (hosting up to 600 people) and
entertainment such as kayaking and horse riding. It organizes events receptions
(wedding, communions) and operates a restaurant open on Sundays (hosting up to
250 people); sells its products by bike delivery and a physical shop open all days of
the week during summertime and on weekends during wintertime.
The structure have 5 rooms to host clients during they journeys and is associated with
apartments nearby to satisfy clients needs .
The Casale offers lake access during the summertime (hosting up to 600 people) and
entertainment such as kayaking and horse riding. It organizes events receptions
(wedding, communions) and operates a restaurant open on Sundays (hosting up to
250 people); sells its products by bike delivery and a physical shop open all days of the
week during summertime and on weekends during wintertime, with a catalogue
available online.
To promote their products and get in touch with consumers, they invested on a
website, where a catalogue also is available and use social channels.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Figure 8: Visit at the Casale di Martignano and the reception hall

The livestock production of the Casale focuses on grass-fed pigs and Sardinian
sheeps. From the first, several meat products are obtained like sausages, ham,
burgers, and typical salami such as the Martignano variety, which nests a sweet
pecorino cheese inside. Sheeps provide all the cheese produced in the farm, going
beyond the typical pecorino and caciotta cheese , they recently invested on the
production of the less known sheep milk yoghurt, representing a good innovative
solution to have a new product for demanding consumers and diversify the
production.

Figure 9: The pig livestock under their shield (left) and the view of the Martignano lake (right) from the Casale

All processing are carried out inside the farm laboratory in order to avoid external
costs and at the same time they ensure a job during the year for their employees
(higher labour force required in summertime). In agreement with social
cooperatives they give the possibility to disadvantaged people to learn food
processing on cheese, salami and jams in their farm laboratory.
The Casale also grows local and different varieties of vegetable and fruits from which
marmalades and jams are produced. The agricultural activities follow organic
methods, despite not certified, mainly because of consumers’ trust and economic costs
of organic certification in Italy.
About 25% of their products is used for the farm restaurant, whereas the rest is sold
throughout the different channels (direct selling, GAS, shops and other companies).
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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Field’s labour force comes also from
the social cooperative Barikamà,
founded by African immigrants
escaping unfair and illegal working
conditions in the South of Italy. In
this way the farm exploit its social
offer for employment and inclusion
of disadvantaged people. At the
same time, Barikamà represents
also a good practice on food
distribution, as they deliver every
day vegetables and yoghurt to city’s
shops and GAS mainly using bikes.

The visit has been concluded by a lunch
offered in the Casale’s restaurant, in which
ICW attendees have tasted the products of
the farm, including the wines coming from
neighboring area.

The SKIN members and ICW participants during the field visit at “Casale di Martignano”.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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4. ICW Conclusions
Several have been the topics brought to the discussion during this SKIN 6th and last
Innovation Challenge Workshop on Logistic and Industries.
Collection as a first step of logistic flows can be either organized by single farmers
or managed by a group of those. In the first case, producers have less obligations and
can adapt their offer according to what is their production and market condition:
nonetheless, issues regard the costs of collection, processing, packaging and so forth,
often unsustainable for small producers. If in organizations then, farmers, can share
those costs, but along with those also the profits generated. Also, decision making
within cooperatives might be slower than if handed by single farmers. On the other
hand though, being in cooperation with other farmers mean also sharing materials
and expertise, and being able of not leaving the market when production gaps occur in
production.
Within coordination and administration, some solutions can be provided by ICT
novelties such as the use of blockchain methods. These have been nonetheless posed
to some technical challenges their own and their implementation is often very
expensive. Related to this concept one can find contracts stipulated with
governmental bodies such as Framework contracts, which can ensure quality
throughout the foodchain for the added value of final products, but which nonetheless
bring considerable costs and rigidity, as their terms and conditions cannot be easily
re-stipulated.
On the other hand, business or private contracts such as Production chain contracts
and label controls can be more flexible and adaptive to the market trends, but the
question is here on how much the contract follows meaningful standards if those have
been stipulated by the business itself. Also, these contracts bear some costs that
should be justified with a large enough production, situation that is not always
occurring within producers of SFSCs.
Public funding within coordination and administration stages can be beneficial to
small producers, but it risks of creating a condition of dependence that the very basic
premises of the funding should divert its beneficiaries from.
Challenges posed by delivery strategies start from the question whether selling for
SFSCs producers should be direct or indirect. Direct selling requires costs for labour,
spaces and premises where to have the shop, and often requires marketing and
advertising mechanisms in order to bring consumers to discover and buy the products.
Nonetheless, a tighter bond with customers is created and there is higher flexibility
regarding products offer. On the other hand, indirect selling can take off some
organizational costs and worries form the producers, although profit is shared with
other actors of the food chain, whether other farmers or shops’ owners.
Producers can also make the choice of implementing some ICT solutions for their
delivery, such as lockers. This again brings some costs of initial investment and
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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maintenance, but it can bring more sustainability on the long term especially if flows
are kept constant.
Lockers and in general new ICT solutions in SFSC do pose also the question whether
short food chains want to become more “traditional” in the sense of distancing
themselves from consumers, and then accept to leave behind those aspects that for
many constitute the chore of SFSCs: especially direct contact and trust with
consumers. Nonetheless, facing the speed and extent of population growth and agrifood expansion, SFSCs might be required to reinvent themselves and find new ways to
address their values within these challenging new scenarios.
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5. Further thoughts on innovative
point of sale solutions
by Patrick Crehan (CKA, Belgium)
These thoughts come after the different events and visits held during the SKIN project
and considering the aspects emerged after the analysis of foresights and good practices
collected on SFSC.

The grocery “La Super Halle”, a hybrid form of retail including farmers market, organic
restaurant & takeaway, and vegetables box scheme delivery point in Lyon (France),
visited during the EIP-Agri event “Innovation in the supply chain: creating value
together” organized on 6-7 February 2018.
On the occasion of the
SKIN
SFSC
Foresight
Workshop in Vienna (1819 January 2018), the SKIN
team visited two examples
of an innovative Point of
Sale solution. These had a
simple
walk-in-kiosk
format and were notable
for the different cost
structure of the solution
and the way in which payment was handled.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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One Austrian case used a low-tech trust-based
system to good effect. Buyers freely take the
product from an open shelf and pay by placing the
right amount of money in a box. If there is an issue
with payment, it is simply noted in a book and the
buyer provides the balance at a later date.

The other case, Biostandl2 in St. Pölten
nearby Vienna, used a hi-tech automat
linked to asset of lockers that opened when
payment was made. A small kiosk, open
24hours and offering different varieties of
local products, such as fruits (apples, pears),
potatoes, fruit juices and honey, packed and
stored in cold lockers.
The trade-offs are obvious and the contrast
underlines basic realities that technology can
be expensive, and financial institutions
require fees for the handling of payments,
that significantly reduce the margin retain by
the vendor.

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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The SKIN consortium identified other examples in the course of the project. One
example is the Coolomat system being pioneered in Poland. This consists of a set of
smart temperature-controlled lockers, that can be maintained at between -20C and
+10C. They are placed by an independent company, and they are made available to
vendors. The public interacts with these via an app and an automat installed in the
locker system. The public can petition the company to have lockers installed and these
can be used for grocery purchases, including fresh food or for storage of any other
goods people might like to buy.
One issue we did not explore, and which might be worthy of attention in the future is
the pop-up shop. This has become quite a phenomenon in retail and the rapid rise in
use of pop-ups shops has been documented by CB Insights. This is a solution worth
exploring by producers for the sale of seasonal product. Pop-up shops are not limited
to outdoor public spaces, more recently they are being placed in in offices and other
indoor places where people gather.
The work of the SKIN project did not exhaust the issue of new point of sale
technologies; there are many more issues to be explored in relation to how these
options should be used and integrated into the sales strategy of a producer or farmbased business. Independently of the SKIN project, the author has observed kiosks in
various places, mainly in Belgium. In some cases these appear to have been abandoned
or even vandalised. This suggests that one of the success factors of a kiosk or other PoS
system will be effective only if it is well attended. It needs to carry a range of price that
is relevant for local buyers, stock needs to be replenished and items past their sell-by
date need to be removed. It would therefore be of interest to re-visit these solutions in
one year’s time to check up on their progress and see the practical problems which
arose, how they were solved, the cost of providing an adequate solution and the
volume of goods that they can help sell. Perhaps a single PoS is not enough? Maybe
there is scope to explore the idea of a branded network of PoS systems.
What follows is a list of criteria that should be consider in carrying out a deeper
analysis into the phenomenon.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LOCATION: Finding places to put them, that don’t cost too much.
REGULATION: An opportunity for cooperation with local authorities.
SEASONALITY: Consumers need to form habits.
HABITUATION: They need to be “trained” to use the sales points.
SELECTION: Does the PoS only sell one item or does it carry a range?
REFILLS: If a consumer goes to the kiosk and there is nothing there, will they
go again?
WASTE and RETURNS: What about food that is not purchased, expires or
gores bad?
MAINTENANCE: I have seen kiosks that appear to have been abandoned and
vandalised…
SECURITY: For produce and for the money involved in payment.
COST of OPERATION: Technology rent, labour all cost money.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020
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The challenge of distribution for local food systems
Much of the success of a PoS solution will reply on the quality of the distribution- and
logistic-services that make sure the PoS is stocked on a timely and consistent way,
with produce that buyers want to buy, as oppose to products that producer wants to
sell. So it is good to look more specifically at the whole issues of transport, distribution
and logistics with a view to identifying good practice in the execution of this vital role.
As produce moves from farm-to-fork, it is useful to view distribution as a three-part
problem:
• Part 1 is the FIRST MILE problem of getting goods from the producer to a
distribution depot. Part of the challenges is COLLECTION from a possibly
large number of the producers, some of which might be located far from a city
or town, most of which produce relatively small qualities of goods, some of
which are seasonal in nature, basis. Once goods get to the depot, a range of
tasks are typically performed. These involve sorting the goods from different
providers into batches for delivery to businesses or private individuals or points
of sale. This needs to be done in an efficient and cost-effective manner, for
loading onto a truck to take to an urban distribution centre.
• Part 2 is the LAST MILE problem, the challenge of getting goods in smaller
lots to the individuals, families or small businesses that ultimately buy them.
One could call this stage DELIVERY. The format of the food is important. It
could be raw produce in a big bag or take the form of a meal-kit with carefully
selected and weighted-out quantities, with recipes. Delivery could also be to
kiosks, smart-lockers and pop-up shops. It could be to offices or other places of
work, gyms or schools, basically anywhere people gather in the course of their
busy day. Train stations and metro stations afford the possibility of using public
transport as part of the solution for transport. There are many choices to be
made in how to organise this and the range of choices keeps increasing all the
time. More recently they include delivery-only-restaurants and dark-kitchens
where no lights are needed as most of the work is being done by robots.
• Part 3 is the COORDINATION problem. This varies considerably in scale and
complexity depending on the number of producers, the number of depots for
collection, the number of urban distribution centres and the number of final
destinations (drop-off points, retailers or points of sale, small businesses such
as restaurants and catering companies.) This work also includes administration,
tracking and general problem solving.
The Last-Mile and First-Mile Challenge
To address the challenge of collection and delivery, we can look to what has been
happening more generally in the retail sector. The literature and the press abounds
with references to the last mile delivery challenge. In most cases this means delivery to
the home or to the place of work. It used to be that shoppers went to a store, made
their purchase in the store and then brought those goods back home. Retailers have
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been experimenting with new and innovative models, often with a focus on delivery.
This is proving quite popular and consumers are effectively being trained to expect
delivery as part of the modern retail experience. The ‘blended’ retail experience mixes
online and offline buying behaviours. In some cases consumer shops online and decide
a time when they will pass by the shop to collect the goods they have bought. This is
the “click and collect” model, of which there are many variations. For example
collection might be done inside the shop, at the roadside, at a locker or other drop-off
point. In other models, the buyer actually goes to the shop, selects and pays for goods,
then leaves the shop without the goods, receiving their purchases elsewhere, at home,
at work, at school or at the gym. Some whoppers will of course buy online and receive
goods without ever visiting the shop. What is remarkable is that these practices, once
confined to the case of books and durable goods, now also apply to groceries including
fresh foods such as milk, meat, fruit and vegetables. Retailers are going to great
lengths to increase the level of convenience for the consumer, and Amazon for
example has patented solutions for delivering goods to the car, even when it is
unoccupied. It has also patented solutions that rely on specially designed lockers built
into houses or apartments that can be accessed either from inside or outside, so as to
enable secure and safe delivery even when the occupier is not at home.
By some estimates, last mile delivery represents 55% of the cost of delivery. So even if
consumers are willing to pay a premium for delivery, the retailer has a great interest in
keeping costs low. Costs include the cost of the delivery vehicles, of drivers, runners
and any other labour required to make sure that the right things get to the tight
people at the right time. Traditional delivery cars and vans are expensive, as is the
time and effort of the driver, so considerable effort has gone into experimenting with
new approaches relying on automation, robotics, electric and autonomous vehicles, as
well as bikes of various kinds including cargo electrically assisted cargo bikes that can
carry loads of up to 250kg as many as 60kms on a single charge. Bikes are of especial
interest as they do not pollute, do not make noise, cause less congestion and fit in with
important recent trends in urban development where town and city governments
want to make places more bike friendly as a measure that is good for the environment,
public health and quality of life.
Companies making new robotic or autonomous delivery vehicles include NURO,
Boxbot, Dispatch Robotics, Postmates and Marble. Many retailers have partnered up
with companies such as these to create innovative solutions to the last mile logistics
challenge. Farmers might also experiment with these as part of a solution to their own
last-mile logistics challenge.
Car companies have invested heavily in autonomous vehicle technologies, yet they
remain nervous about putting humans into autonomous vehicles, in many cases due
to uncertainty over legal issues related to assignment of liability in the case of an
accident or injury. They are less nervous about goods being carried by autonomous
vehicles and some makers believe that transport of goods could be the first major
market for autonomous vehicles. Ford for example, has partnered with Domino’s pizza
to explore the use of autonomous cars for food delivery.
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Continental, a supplier of parts to the automotive industry, has developed a system
called CUBe (Continental Urban Mobility experience). This was demonstrated at CES
2019, one of the biggest consumer electronics shows in the world. The solution
combines the use of autonomous vans and small dog-like robots able to climb
pavements and stairs, intended to execute the final stage of small goods delivery task.
Unsupervised is pioneering the development of a dog-like logistics robot called AIDA.
And we have to mention the use of drones. These are already a reality. Traditional
logistics companies such as DHL are experimenting with the use of drones for
delivery. Flytrex and Aha are two Nordic ventures that have already launched
alternative logistic ventures based on the use of drones.
Everything mentioned so far refers to last-mile logistics. The same ideas also apply to
first mile logistics. Finally,there is the issue of coordination.
Coordination and Administration
Details are important. For a single supplier or for small operations, it may be possible
to rely on human memory and coordination collection and delivery using nothing
more sophisticated than a pencil and paper. As soon as one starts to work with several
suppliers and a larger number of business clients or consumers, coordination and
administration is much more difficult to handle without some form of IT support. So it
is important to understand the options that are currently available.
Amazon has developed IT infrastructure and software systems to support its own
business of selling and delivering books, durable goods such as shoes and accessories
as well as more recently groceries and fresh food. It makes much of this available to
third parties, that need IT support for their e-commerce activities but either cannot
afford to, or do not want to invest in developing their own IT solution. AWS or
Amazon Web Services is the highly scalable distribution and logistics system that it
offers to third parties. Arguably, Amazon is the company that pioneered this way of
doing business, enabled by technologies such as Cloud and SaaS. But it is not the only
company now doing this. “Retail as a Service” (RaaS), “Store as a Service” or “Shop as a
Service” is a relatively new and emerging category of software system intended to
provide a solution to sales, marketing and distribution for retailers that do not wish to
lose time developing their own in-house system, when they can adapt one more or less
off-the-shelf. One of the biggest actors in this sector is Shopify. They provide a shop
with everything it needs to sell online via mobile phone interface. They have solutions
adapted to the needs of “starters, entrepreneurs, or small & medium businesses” as
well as solutions for “enterprises, high volume merchants, and large businesses.”
Thanks to services like these e-commerce for online retail has started to breaking out
of being confined to virtual goods such as music, e-books, films and software. These
services are driving a transformation of the retail of physical goods that need to be
stored, sold and delivered to the consumer. This has provided a boon to established
brands that now want to sell direct to the consumer, in order to win-back profit it has
been losing to the retailer. Big brands in particular have been eager to win back the
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relationship with the consumer, and systems such as Shopify provide them with
everything, they need to get started down this road. This is exactly what many farmers
would like to do, improve their margins by selling direct to the consumer, and by
establishing a more immediate rapport with consumers, eager to know that the way
they consume is not only good for themselves, but good for farmers and the
environment.
Innovation in retail is not confined to the US and Europe. It is especially interesting to
observe what is happening in Asia, in places such as China, Japan and South Korea.
Some believe that the future of retail is being invented in China by companies such as
Tencent, Alibaba and their subsidiaries.The press refers to the O2O wars in China, the
Offline 2 Online wars. WeChat a Tencent subsidiary distributes a RaaS offering aimed
at small stores and mobile consumers. They offer mini programs to simply and quickly
make small store inventories available on-line. Alibaba has been experimenting with
the online delivery of fresh food based on the daily fresh service of its HEMA/Fresh
Hippo chain. It has introduced systems for online sales, inventory management and
fulfilment to more than a quarter of the almost 400 hypermarkets of the Sun Art retail
group acquired in 2017. Now it is looking at the introduction of system adapted to the
needs of the more than 6 million Mom-and-Pop stores across China. Its ambition is to
extend the benefits of e-commerce even to poor inland Chinese.
Amazon, Shopify, Ten Cent and Alibaba are well-established giants. It would be very
interesting to see how easily their systems might be adapted to the needs of farmers
selling direct to consumers. But these are not the only options. There are many
smaller operators that also provide opportunities for collaboration on small-farm D2C
or D2B logistics.

Comments on SKIN good practice cases in distribution
The SKIN repository contains 27 cases of good practice in distribution. Of these 11 were
picked out as being of particular interest. It is useful to group these under a number of
categories as follows
• Independent retailers that buy from local producers: These include a
butcher in Ireland called James Whelan, that operates a traditional butcher
shop, as well as an online shop offering next day delivery. Other examples of
producer-independent distribution models include Larder 360, De Grote
Verleiding, and VERS 24/7. All of these have some kind of online presence,
most of them are online only, and reach customers using a delivery system.
Unfortunately our analysis did not go far enough to explore the sustainability of
the models or determine if the model provides the producer with higher levels
of sales or superior margins compared to what is offered by the supermarket.
• Value Added Distributors:Examples include Hello Fresh of Belgium, a
producer independent VC backed meal-kit venture that now serves more than 2
million families with a weekly delivery model. Another example is Avani of
Belgium, a producer owned system which carries out down-stream businesses
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on behalf of its members, such as processing and packaging, storage, online
sales and distribution. It serves over 10,000 consumers in Flanders.
Producer-Owned Distribution Systems: These include the Food Hub of
Belgium owned by a group of over 40 producers, and the Irish Food
Cooperative jointly owned by a group of artisan-producers, members. carries
out owned by a group of over 40 producers. Both of these operate an online
shop and provide delivery services on behalf of their producer-owners. The
Landwinkel or Farm Shop is a highly successful network of more than 100
branded stores owned by more than 100 producers in the Netherlands. Farmers
& Co. is a network of producer-cooperatives based in the Balearic Isles.
Altogether its members represent over 600 producers and it offers over 500
products via its 16 existing stores. 10 more are planned including one in Madrid
and one in Lisbon.
Outliers:Arguably the most innovative distribution model we came across in
the SKIN project is the REKO model. It is completely informal in the sense that
no-one owns it. Communities of buyers and producer-sellers from a given
locality meet on FaceBook. Local organisers help choose a time and place where
the buyers and seller can meet to exchange produce and cash. It could be a
local carpark or school yardand it is all over in one hour. There is no inventory
or storage required .There are no employees. There are no contracts, no swipefees and no need for IT infrastructure beyond FaceBook. So far over 340,000
people have taken part in the REKO system. It all started in Finland and is now
being introduced in Italy.

There is more work to be done to explore these models. It would be interesting to
know how sustainable the local networks are. Do they start, flourish for a while and
decay? What is the value of an average shopping basket? Do buyers use this system
occasionally or regularly? What difference do they make to the buyer’s budget or to
the seller’s business? There may be a social pay-off for the buyer, but is there a
business pay-off for the seller? Do the farmers play along in the hope that it will pay
off, or has it proven itself as a way to increase the farmers bottom line?
Early on in the SKIN project we referred to the fact that not all farmers will be able to
engage in complex activities such as running a well-run farm shop or organising a
producer-owned cooperative for retail and distribution. For these producers there may
also be the possibility of becoming a supplier to a consumer owned retail cooperative
that has a policy of accepting “the farmers price.” The onus is now on the farmer to
pick a price point that provides him or her with a higher margin, but which is still low
enough to be attractive to a large number of consumers. This is a much better option
for the farmer than being gouged by “the usual suspects.”
Examples of consumer-owned retail cooperatives include Bees Coop of Brussels and La
Louve of Paris. Another example, Coop à Paris which we visited during the fifth
Innovation Challenge Workshop have an explicit policy of accepting the farmers price
and not engaging in hard bargaining. It proves the case- that it is possible for the
farmer to earn more while the consumer pays.
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Where such consumer-owned retail cooperatives are not available, or even where they
are, there is also the possibility of working with a delivery service provider. This too
can work to the advantage of the farmer and we encountered a very good example at
the sixth Innovation Challenge Workshop in Rome.
The distribution model of Vers op Walcheren based in the Netherlands
“Vers op Walcheren” is a home delivery service that focuses on fresh locally produced
food. The name means “Fresh from Walcheren” a region of the Netherlands close to
the mouth of the Schelde River, which runs through Antwerp. It provides a weekly
home delivery service and achieves an average basket of €50 per order. His business
model is very simple. Quintus adds a mark-up of 25% to the price that the farmer asks
and a further €2 to the cost of the basket to cover delivery. This turns out to be enough
to cover the entire cost of his vehicle, amortisation, fuel, taxes and 3 new sets of tires
every year. He does the driving himself, so there is no salary of a delivery man
involved. He has calculated that this delivery charge is much less than what it would
cost his client to make a trip to a big supermarket. If anyone complains he has
arguments ready to explain and reassure the customer that it is a reasonable price to
pay. The founder, Quintus Lindenberg, wants to grow and constantly experiments
with new ideas to increase the business. He has experimented with social media but so
far has not found the best way to use this to increase his client base. Instead he has
found it more useful to actively experiment with new product and services categories.
One of his ideas, which worked very well last year, is based on the fact that people like
to barbeque when the weather is good. So he has created a dedicated BBQ homedelivery service. People not only need meat they also need beer and wine and ice for
refreshments. They need fuel for the fire and, especially in the case of families visiting
during the summer months, they often also need the BBQ itself. So he rents out the
BBQ, retaining a €50 deposit for cleaning. Those who clean the BBQ after use, get their
deposit back. This has proven to be very successful and it has opened his eyes to
higher value services related to events.
Quintus developed a platform to help him manage;
• Online ordering by his customers
• The commissioning of produce from local producers, and
• All related administration.
His intention is to franchise the system once he has achieved a certain level of
performance. He is young, able and ambitious and he wants to grow. Maybe he and
others like him are the ones to work with to solve the problem of first mile and last
mile logistics, coordination and administration for local food systems based on the
D2C retail model.
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The following table include a selection of SKIN Good Practices about “distribution
and logistics” from different European countries.
Name
Agrimarkt
Agroboca
Au bout du champ
Avani
Bigbarn
Biobello
Birano Organic
Boeren en Buren
Boerschappen
Coolomats
Day Market
De Grote Verleiding
Dexter Beef Direct
Farmers & Co
Food Hub
Fresh from The Farm
Gastroteca
Hartenboer
Hello Fresh
Irish
Food
Cooperative
James
Whelan
Butchers
Landwinkel
Larder 360
Le bon produit au bon
endroit
Mobile Farm Store 2.0
Reko
Vers 24/7

Detail

Factsheet link

Online platform that links buyers, individuals
and professionals
From the field to the place in less than 24h
Cooperative model for local food systems
Beautiful local produce, straight from the farm
A fresh basket of nature every week
Collecting, processing and distributing fresh
small fruit…
A network connecting local producers with
consumers
A box scheme with products of regional farmers
Always fresh, always convenient
Zeeland's largest organic web shop and
delivery service
Native Irish Organic Dexter Beef
Network of franchiseable shops, both inside
and outside the Balearic islands
A Local food network
Fresh from the Farm aims for local and highquality products
Gastronomy and agro-food products from
Catalonia, Balearics and Alghero
The shortest route from country to customer
Home delivery
Quality producers, delivering together

Agrimarkt
Agroboca

Order today, deliver tomorrow
A farm shop group
Fresh Local Produce - Direct to your Door
The right product in the right place…
Local D2C using Facebook to do the
ordering
Fresh 24/7

Au bout du champ
Avani
Bigbarn
Biobello
Birano Organic
Boeren en Buren
Boerschappen
Coolomats
Day Market
De
Grote
Verleiding
Dexter Beef Direct
Farmers & Co
Food Hub
Fresh from The Farm
Gastroteca
Hartenboer
Hello Fresh
Irish
Food
Cooperative
James
Whelan
Butchers
Landwinkel
Larder 360
Le Bon Produit
Mobile Farm Store
2.0
Reko
Vers 24/7

The full list of good practice about SFSC is available in the SKIN repository:
http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/
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References:
• The case-study repository on the SKIN project website
(http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/) can be searched using the name of the company or
activity and key words such as ‘distribution’ for links to the case-study, its website
and ‘fiche.’ The website is
• The SKIN Innovation Challenge Workshop in Vienna took place on January 18-19,
2018. The workshop report and other material are available at the SKIN website
(http://www.shortfoodchain.eu/)
• This features in analysis by CB Insights dated 24 April 2019 with the title “The Pop-Up
Trend Is Spreading, And Grocery Retailers Could Be Next” at
https://www.cbinsights.com/research/grocery-retail-pop-up-expert-intelligence/
• NURO https://nuro.ai/
• Boxbot https://www.boxbot.io/
• Dispatch Robotics: https://hax.co/companies/dispatch-robotics/ now owned b
Amazon.
• Postmates: https://postmates.com/
• Marble: https://www.marble.io/
• Unsupervised : https://unsupervised.ai/
• Shopify … https://www.shopify.com
• https://www.retaildetail.eu/en/news/general/li%C3%A8ge-officially-becomesalibabas-first-european-hub
• https://versopwalcheren.nl/
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